Weapons of mass destruction (WMD)

Moral imperative? The American double standard!
Cutting off the nose to spite the face.
- U.S. Embargo Act of 1807

While the newly-appointed Secretary of State, former senator John Kerry’s campaign to gain
worldwide support to punish Syria, for the ‘alleged’ use of the Sarin gas against the rebels in the
ongoing Civil War in that beleaguered Middle East country, no one, especially the international
media, seems to have any sense of recent history; surely moral responsibility, to face-off—at
least verbally, or in writing—the motivated American ambassador at large, emanating from the
German Jewish Diaspora, hell bent on destruction to punish the Alawite sect dictator, Bashar alAssad of Syria, for killing 1429 civilians and children fired by rocket (Sarin gas) on the innocents
of suburban Damascus, August 21, 2013; while America has been the most massive transgressor
in the history of civilization using Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)?!… Albeit, the Wilhelm
Kaiser Germany started it all in WW-I against allied troops in France, among them a victim from
this writer’s own family, my father, an American veteran of foreign war (decorated hero of the
Battle of Verdun, WW-I, 1916), i.e. the Germans used the so-called Mustard gas on the American
troops; he lost his left lung for life, among the first American victims of chemical warfare in a
major war…
Shortly thereafter the Geneva Protocol of 1925 was promulgated internationally against the use
of chemical weapons, which includes extensive verification measures such as on-site inspecttions, passed against the use of chemical weapons in warfare – the so-called, WMD!
Who was the very next transgressor? USA, of course—it’s only that the American media, all
those professional people out in the field deployed around the planetary meridians, possess a
very short memory of the recent past. When American aggression is attacked they turn the other
cheek, if we can imagine – the supposedly professional media elite…
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In 1945, August 6 and 9 , the American government committed the first massive crime against
humanity by dropping two WMD weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki population, killing, maiming and inflicting irreversible radiation over half a million Japanese. Such ‘killer’ bombs should
have been detonated over specific military targets, but it was premeditatively effected against
civilian targets, with intent to shock the military with quantity of victims instead of hitting Nippon
military reservations, i.e. the accent was on genocide, the historical penchant of the Goth!
The Korean War (1950-53) was an ideological conflict par excellance, lackadaisically launched by
postwar U.S. to curb communist expansion, emanating from the Truman Doctrine of March
12,1947 – of all people the nowadays very friendly Red Chinese, the financial arm of the bankrupt
th
USofA to the tune of $16 trillion dollars +. After losing 30,000 men, we drew the line on the 38
parallel, the demarcation still there in the face-off with the still belligerent and ideologically imbued
arch enemy of capitalism – North Korea! Was it worth it? Creating an albeit commercially productive puppet of South Korea, as a result now facing a belligerent and imminently nuclear communist
North Korea? That’s who we are, we Americans – polarizers and trouble makers; we thrive on
conflict & resolution: we start the conflict then pall mall appoint ourselves as arbiters to solve it,
making profit in the process, which has become our economic and financial mainstay in the
postwar-WW-II period to date!? How long can we last as belligerents in a relatively progressive
and peaceful worldwide environment?!
Can anyone, honestly, remember the illegal war – never declared or approved by U.S. Congress
– the Vietnamese War, 1964-75, probably the longest war we have fought thus far in modern history, though in the past the same breed fought the 30-Years War, the 100-Years War, and so on
during the Holy Roman Empire days?… The same breed: the Germanic origin Anglo-Saxon race
of man populating the northwestern crescent on the continent of Europe, the British Isles, North
America, New Zealand and Australia. In that horrendous ideological, hegemonistic or dominance
conflict, the war we shamefully scuttled after eleven years of jungle warfare; we lost 58,000 men
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(2,800 MIA), 320,000 wounded men, and spent needlessly $150 billion dollars, with no apparent
reason or gain planned but the concocted face-off with the Oriental race, for the ‘ell of it !~
Yellow Rain: Can anyone remember the preposterous and criminal use of chemical warfare
dropped from B-52 bombers, flown from Thailand, along the Cambodian-Vietnamese border to
defoliate the jungle of leaves and grass, so that our American troops would easier see and kill the
national liberation fighters, the so-called Vietcong? Literally, hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese and Cambodians were killed in that brazen chemical warfare from 1965-71, without an
iota of consideration by the Pentagon for the Geneva Convention, with 3 million people killed in
the overall conflict, period(.)!
NOW, imagine, decades later, current events have eclipsed recent history and outright illegal
aggression all over the planetary meridians, including massive killing fields in North Korea, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan (the latter, still ongoing hot war), while the former conflict, which lasted
over a decade, with the administered conquest (to gain free Iraqi petroleum) only unleashed the
already built-in religious animosities between the Muslim Shiite and Sunni population in that Civil
War now in full bloom. Obviously caused by our American and in part British conquest “for profit”!
Now the huge oil tankers ply the high seas carrying 4 million barrels of petroleum garnished by
the conquerors, without a single voice raised against such blatant robbery, after refugeeing over
two million Iraqis, killing 420,000 children in the 1991 war alone, and in the 2003-2012 war unknown; civilians killed in the 9-year long conflict, anywhere between 500,000 – 800,000 people,
though no such estimates can be verified, when official data was not deliberately kept, etc. It was
mercilessly launched with false evidence of WMD, in both the 1991 and 2003 war with the whole
world standing by watching the carnage of the ancient nation-state of Babylonia-cum Iraq, hanging its leader, Saddam Hussein, without an iota of evidence, only now accepted as a fluke, both
the British leader Tony Blair and our American George Bush, Jr. enjoying retirement in peace and
tranquility, the former even an Ambassador at Large promoting peace programs in the same
Middle East. Then, who are we, the rest of the community of nations, standing by for so long without taking the two outright criminals to court and their nations to ICC of Justice, for crimes against
humanity and rape of innocent nations? Is there really any muscle lest among the other as
powerful super powers to censure might makes right? Evidently not until now with the protest of
Russia against this attempted crime by non other than our Washington ruling elite against the
sovereign state of Syria, whoever its ruler might be—it’s the problem of that nation and its populace of the United Nations on East River in New York City, were the UN Organization not an
American platform on our soil privatized by our ruling elite, still, to bamboozle the world-wide
community of nations, without an iota of conscience to rewrite the years from 1947-2013?!
How about jailing the intrepid U.S. Secretary of State, the once presidential candidate, Sen. John
Kerry, for an illegal attempt or conspiracy to create wider conflict in the Levant, bombing and
killing fields in Syria, a foreign nation, which is no threat to the sacred cow of American National
Security?* Any takers? There are legal grounds at least for conspiracy to create international
_______________________________
*The same Mr. Kerry based his presidential campaign on opposition to the Iraqi War, now the same VIP is promoting warfare in Syria, indeed, does anyone ever ask what and who composes our American ruling elite in Washington and on what
grounds the qualification, family background, social register and the like, the voting record in Congress, in fact why Kerry and his
running mate Sen. John Edwards, lost the White House in 2004, now shepherding diplomacy for the same administration? Notice, the
political ‘double standards’ of the American ruling elite: to cross the political allegiance line is almost SOP, bamboozling the voting
public, i.e. it’s one and the same political party –Law & Order political party, according to the Book of Goth, the Gulf & Country
clubs’ Bible, protecting the exclusive rights of the ruling elite!... Just check the national press and its overnight reporting on Kerry’s
family background and, hence, disqualification in the minds of the voters on the eve of that election. Right or wrong it influenced the
outcome of the election, period(.)! No, Mr. Kerry is not a scion of the East Coast Protestant or Catholic establishment even though his
immigrant grandfather arriving in Boston from Germany bought it lock, stock and barrel in Boston, Mass., for cash, both the new
religion and change of family name to comply with the usual Establishment profile. Perhaps, therefrom the sudden diplomat’s ability
for double moral standards in his long political career in the nation’s capital of 27 years of public service… Who are our profiled
public servants if they hide their backgrounds à la Madeleine Albright, who remembered her Holy Land roots after she officially
become Secretary of State?... They used to say here in the Balkans back in the ol’ days of Turkish conquest, how “something is wrong
in Stambul,” meaning Istanbul, the capital of Turkey, when aberrations developed in the Topkai Palace, i.e. in this case Washington,
D.C. Who is the ruling elite and what motivates it beyond fame and financial greed, i.e. the ability to hide their family backgrounds
and, moreover, the need to change at whim their political alignments, which is just one of the many ills possessed by our legislature.
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crime by the new Secretary of State, the conspiracy laws as practiced by U.S. Jurisprudence, the
real (illegal) pillars of its Jeffersonian Democracy-amiss, would easily confine the politician-cum
diplomat to hard labor for life, if enforced by the letter of the law?!
Of course, with our American ability to bamboozle the world around us, with the effective and persistent media campaign, the massive use of propaganda so designed by ‘certain’ agencies and
marketing planners of American goods, promoting the American model of ‘success’ (which is no
more, because 30 nations around the globe enjoy a higher and more secure standard of living),
the already practically defunct Jeffersonian Democracy-amiss, the system of governance no
longer applicable anywhere in the world not even Stateside; still the cavalcade of promotion and
military upmanship continues, in the face of as powerful nations, such as modern Russia, which
seems to keep America in check. Imagine if the Russians failed to produce the A-bomb and
hydrogen nuclear weapons in the immediate years after WW-II, where we would be today: back
to Germany’s “national socialism” of Hitler, the grandfather of Washington’s aggressive ruling
elite… Let’s smoke the above in our pipes and think (not thimk) about it, the events to be remembered in those few terse lines.
However, the most important warning I should now seriously make is in raising the August 1945
nuclear bombings of Japan. If we Americans think for a minute that the fierce Nippon mentality
has forgotten that WMD mass murder of the innocents in Nagasaki and Hiroshima civilian cities,
we better think twice. The Samurai aristocracy has the memory of a Hippo on the River Nile—the
animal which never forgets of forgives the offender – sooner or later, mark my word (and I may
not be around that long, just turning 76), but there will be a massive blowback – revenge against
USA or its later rump partitions (now in-waiting, it seems to me and some other vigil observers)!
The acculturation, integration and reform of that rigid mindset by General Douglas MacArthur, the
postwar governor of Japan, might have worked in economic reform, and high-tech innovation, still
one cannot change the unchangeable – the rigid Oriental mentality, with as clairvoyant memory;
always intent in punishing ‘might makes right’, which shocked and paralyzed their nation in the
first and alas last mass murder of innocent civilians with WMD…. In fact, with the war almost
over, there was no real excuse but for expediency and power politics posturing or lesson in
empire posturing and upmanship, i.e. to nuke the already defeated Japanese population tortured
by war, famine and the militant national fanatics, the military establishment, and the religious
ruling elite.
Conflict & Resolution: The Gothic mentality is also incorrigible, inflexible and static – the Hunchback of Notre Dame cannot straighten his vertebra or reverse the drive to climb the formidable
trellises, arches and sheer walls of the famous cathedral… Just like the mentality of the Washington ruling elite – the aggressive malady cannot be shed from the barbarian behavioral mode, the
thirst for “blood & guts” persists after 1500 years of acculturation. Therefrom, conflict is built-in,
while resolution is just a ploy; self-appointed scheme to solve the problem only a trick to recycle
the former, with no end in sight. It’s a built-in malady, the mentality too rigid to be reformed, hence
the barbarian label of recidivism as SOP; no recovery in sight. It takes millennia, tens of thousands of years, not just 1540 years since the fall of Rome (476 AD); the rehabilitation of the
barbarian remains a fallacy. Consequently, Gothic rule has to be removed from modern society
per se, the Goths as a class, excluded from all positions of sociopolitical power, otherwise society
at large is forced to make persistent war and peace, the anachronism of modern progress!
Those who refuse to learn from the lessons of history are condemned to repeat their mistakes;
indeed, so the concept warns, sooner or later headed for the gallows, if they continue to practice
the art of war and rape in peacetime; their behavior characterized by conflict, hot and cold warfare, killing fields and rape of foreign resources, including wholesale high-tech spying of global
st
comlinks, imagine in the 21 century of modern man. Moreover, such belligerence by a major
nation-state even has the gull to promote its unique exceptionalism despite the above seamy
track record, characterized by the aggressive behavior in the aftermath of WW-II, the unceasing
agitation and propaganda promoting the American way of life and “Made in America” sale of
products and hardware, subjecting the worldwide community of nations to its abstinent program
of intolerable norms and values going against the grain of traditional, behavioral and national
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customs, morals and mores of diverse global nations and its peoples… Dominance, hegemony
and glo-balization of international meridians have been the mainstay of the obvious cavalcade,
redressing the community of nations to meet its sinister goals of conquest and takeover of
worldwide meridians…Of course, short in perception of reality it can remain deaf and dumb, in
time winding up in the International Criminal Court (ICC) of Justice: can’t you hear the whistle
blowing…the crier’s call to witness their ruling elite’s execution – the belligerents, facing a much
more formidable, aggressive and progressive jurisprudence of an emerging New World Order,
rumbling under their very own feet!
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PS. The Russian military machine is as powerful and high-tech proficient, hence why put

up with the American games of attrition, hot and cold wars and imbecile dominance diplomacy at large is beyond me, when the Slavic nation is economically so rich, with all those incredible raw material resources lodged in Siberia, twice the size territorially than Europe, including
continental Russia, and North America combined? It can write its own ticket to tomorrow’s prosperity, tranquility and unique planetary success story beyond imagination of mortal observers
worldwide.
On the other hand, Syria is not that important to Russia, though the Kremlin does have a naval
tender base arrangement in Taurus, the ancient seaport! In fact, the ‘almost’ executed bombing
spree by the mindless U.S. ruling elite would’ve interrupted if not altogether stopped the crucial
petroleum deliveries from the Persian Gulf to USA and the West, the energy lifeline of those
nations, but for the intervention of the astute statesman, Vladimir Putin, the Russian president,
who insisted and succeeded in convening diplomatic and conference table high level negotiations now in progress. Otherwise, short of petroleum supplies Washington would no doubt have
pulled the trigger and gone to war, be it fatal WW-III, just to have its way!
I have often written in recent years, how America is a legitimized-illegitimacy among the more
civilized community of nations—comparatively speaking the prairie nation-state is still in diapers,
just over two centuries old, hence even more preposterous for it to insist aggressively on global
leadership, when it’s not qualified to lead itself much less to dabble with risky foreign conquest on
worldwide scale. Such belligerents must be sequestered from the more civil society at large,
confined by sanctions and other instruments of international control!
Perhaps it’s worth noting, how Libya had been a Russian client in the postwar period, as well as
Iraq, hence the Russian president put his foot down, when it came to losing another client to the
WesternCiv/NATO cavalcade hell bent on global domination in the interest of USA.
“Power corrupts, but absolute power corrupts absolutely,” said Lord Acton in 1887. Need we say
more? Indeed, U.S. President, Barack Obama, pronounced how, “America is not the policeman of
the world,” then in the same breath announced the intention to bomb the Syrian government to
punish it over the use of chemical weapons on its rebelling population in the suburbs of Damascus, August 21, 2013? It’s that kind of morality, the double-standard in foreign policy, administerred by the force of example, playing holier than thou while committing the same crime. Imagine,
getting away with it until recently, when in the 2,008 worldwide financial meltdown the culprit was
We, the “land of the free and home of the brave” – United States of America. But that kind of
behavior has been an obvious one-way street of no return, the dirty laundry hung out to dry on
the line, for everyone to see and judge… Now, it’s only a matter of time before the system, the
Jeffersonian model of state-amiss disintegrates, hopefully replaced by the Metropolitan Revolution, now rumbling from coast to coast, i.e. return to the classical Greek city-state system of
much more effective and equitable system of government. [See, my recent essay: The Metropolitan Revolution—Dismantling the Empire, August 29, 2013.]
Note: The title epigram, first page: The Embargo Act of 1807, passed by the United States Congress in
protest against British and French interference in U.S. shipping. The Act had the side-effect of prohibiting nearly all U.S.
exports and most imports, greatly disrupting the U.S. economy. Consequently, arbitrary bombing of Syria, if Russia had
not acted in time to head off the stupid intention, announced by the U.S. by the President, it would have disrupted if not
cut-off entirely the energy lifeline shipping of petroleum from the Persian Gulf to America and the West, exacerbating the
sociopolitical situation or instability in supply and demand of crucial energy resources causing WW-III.
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